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(Dated: 29 February 2012)

We report the first fast ion measurements in indirect-drive experiments, which were taken on OMEGA
hohlraum and halfraum shots using simple filtered CR-39, a nuclear track detector, and a charged-particle
spectrometer. Protons are observed in two energy regimes that are associated with different fast ion production
mechanisms. In the first, resonance absorption at the hohlraum wall early in the laser pulse accelerates
runaway electrons. In the second, fast electrons are produced with high energy from the two-plasmon decay
(TPD) instability in the exploding laser entrance hole (LEH), or from Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS)
in the underdense gas fill. In both cases, the runaway electrons set up a strong electrostatic field that
accelerates the measured ions. The former mechanism is observed to have an energy conversion efficiency
∼ (0.6 − 4) × 10−4 into fast protons depending on the hohlraum and drive. The latter mechanism has an
estimated conversion efficiency from the main drive of ∼ (0.5− 2)× 10−5 depending on assumptions made.

PACS numbers: 52.38.Kd, 52.70.Nc

I. INTRODUCTION

The goal of Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) pro-
gram is to achieve ignition and energy gain in the labo-
ratory, as first described by Nuckolls et al.1 A spherical
shell of deuterium (D) and tritium (T) is compressed such
that the central DT gas becomes hot and dense enough
to ignite the fusion reaction D + T→4 He + n. The cen-
tral ignition starts a burn wave in the main high-density
fuel2,3. Currently, the ICF community is focused on up-
coming ignition experiments at the National Ignition Fa-
cility (NIF)4.

The National Ignition Campaign (NIC) is using the
indirect-drive5,6 approach to ICF. In indirect-drive, the
laser drive is incident on the inner wall of a high-Z cav-
ity (usually cylindrical, and made of Au). This creates
a high-temperature (∼ 300 eV for NIF) thermal radia-
tion environment inside the hohlraum. The thermal x-
rays then provide the capsule drive: outer layers of the
capsule ablator are heated and expand rapidly, driving
the remaining ablator and cryogenic fuel inwards. Un-
derstanding hohlraum physics is crucial to achieving ig-
nition at the NIF; many fundamental physics questions
can be more easily studied at smaller-scale facilities such
as OMEGA at the University of Rochester7.

Fast ions and hot electrons produced in laser-plasma
interactions (LPI) are known effects, and studied
theoretically8–11 and experimentally12,13. In ICF igni-
tion experiments, hot electrons produced by LPI are en-
ergetic enough to penetrate the ablator material and de-
posit energy in the cryogenic fuel, which increases the fuel

a)Electronic mail: zylstra@mit.edu

adiabat and thus reduces the fuel compressibility. There-
fore, understanding hot electron production and preheat
is critical for achieving ignition5.

Additionally, strong electrostatic fields around direct-
drive implosions were discovered14 and studied15 three
decades ago. More recent experiments extensively stud-
ied these electric fields16 and related production of fast
ions17 in direct-drive implosions.

Fast ion production has not been studied in hohlraum
experiments, as relevant to the NIC. The NIC design
uses gas-filled hohlraums to impede plasma flow at the
hohlraum wall18–20. This requires a thin window at the
laser entrance hole (LEH) to contain the initial gas fill.
Since the laser beams overlap at the LEH, this can create
complex LPI. Recent experiments measured hot electron
production due to LPI at the LEH21, and attributed the
hot electron production to the two-plasmon decay (TPD)
instability22,23.

In this paper, we present the first measurements of fast
ions produced in both vacuum and gas-filled hohlraum
experiments. Fast ion measurements were conducted
with the OMEGA Charged-Particle Spectrometer (CPS)
2, or flat-filtered CR-39. Using three geometries: 2.4mm
diameter (scale 1.5) half hohlraums and hohlraums, and
1.2mm diameter (scale 0.75) hohlraums. Experimental
configurations were designed and analyzed using VIS-
RAD software24.

The paper is organized as follows: Sections II and III
present the experimental configuration and fast ion data
from CPS and flat-filtered CR-39, respectively, Section
IV interprets the data, Section V discusses estimates of
the conversion efficiency to fast ions on the basis of this
data, and finally concluding remarks are made in Section
VI.
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II. CHARGED-PARTICLE SPECTROMETER RESULTS

A. Experimental Design

1. Scale 1.5 Halfraums

Fig. 1 shows the OMEGA scale 1.5 hohlraum used in
these experiments. These hohlraums had a 100% LEH
composed of 0.6µm polyimide window. The gas fill was
0.04−0.1 nc neopentane. The hohlraums are driven from
one side only, with 15 beams in 2 cones (Cone 2 at 42◦ and
Cone 3 at 59◦), with beams pointed at the LEH center,
at a maximum total drive energy of 5.8kJ. The laser drive
was a 1ns square pulse (SG1018) using SG4 phase plates
and SSD. The hohlraum axis is aligned along the P6-P7
axis in the OMEGA target chamber.

1.9mm

2.4mm

0.5mm

0.6μm polyimide
30μm Au

.04-.1nc

  C5H12

FIG. 1: Cartoon of an OMEGA scale 1.5 halfraum with
100% LEH and gas fill, driven from one side.

The halfraums can be driven from either side. This is
shown in Fig. 2. The drive side is hereafter referred to
as either P6 or P7, as shown in Fig. 2. The line of sight
for CPS 2, which was used for the fast-ion measurement,
is also illustrated in the figure.

Drive intensities are calculated for both P6 and P7
drives at the halfraum wall as well as the LEH window,
shown in Figs. 3 and 4, shown as viewed from the CPS
2 line of sight. Shown is a full energy halfraum drive,
5.8kJ. Shots were also taken at 1/5 drive energy, in which
the calculated intensities should be divided by five. We
observe from Figs. 3 and 4 that the peak intensity is
≈ 1014 W/cm2 at the halfraum wall, and ≈ 1015 W/cm2

at the LEH. In the case where the halfraum is driven
from P7 then CPS 2 does not have a clear view of the
center of the LEH window.

2. Scale 0.75 Hohlraums

Data was also taken on scale-0.75 hohlraums with a
66% LEH and no gas fill, as shown schematically in
Fig. 5. The hohlraums contained a gas-filled capsule.
The hohlraum was oriented along the P6-P7 axis as in
the other experiments. The hohlraum was driven by 40
beams in cones 1 (21.4◦), 2 (42◦), and 3 (59◦) with a
total energy of 20kJ using the main driver without phase
plates. The resulting intensity map on the hohlraum wall
is shown in Fig. 6, as viewed from the CPS 2 line of sight.

CPS 2

P6

(a) P6 Drive Cartoon (b) P6 Drive Visrad

CPS 2

P7

(c) P7 Drive Cartoon (d) P7 Drive Visrad

FIG. 2: The halfraums can be driven from either side.
(a,c) Cartoons of halfraum geometry with P6 or P7
drive, respectively. The CPS 2 line of sight is also

shown in these figures. (b,d) Visrad CAD models of
halfraum geometry with P6 or P7 drive, respectively.
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FIG. 3: P6 drive intensities at the hohlraum wall (a)
and at the LEH (b), as viewed from CPS 2.
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FIG. 4: P7 drive intensities at the hohlraum wall (a)
and at the LEH (b), as viewed from CPS 2.
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1.9mm

Capsule

P6 P7

1.2mm

CPS 2

(a)

(b)

FIG. 5: (a) Cartoon of an OMEGA scale 0.75 hohlraum
with 66% LEH. (b) VISRAD CAD model.
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FIG. 6: Drive intensity at the hohlraum wall for the
scale 0.75 hohlraum, as viewed from the CPS 2 line of

sight.
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FIG. 7: Charged particle spectra from four OMEGA
scale 1.5 gas-filled halfraum shots: 58367 (P7 drive,
black circles), 58369 (P6 drive, black squares), 58368

(P7 drive, red triangles), and 58370 (P6 drive, red
diamonds). See Table I for experimental configurations.

B. Results

1. Scale 1.5 Halfraums

The CPS-measured charged particle spectra for hal-
fraum shots (as described in Sec. II A 1) are shown in
Fig. 7. Data from four OMEGA shots are overplotted.
The experimental configuration is summarized in Table
I. We can see significant charged-particle production (of
order 1012 fast protons per MeV per steradian) in two
spectra of Fig. 7. These are the higher drive energy
(5.8kJ) and thus higher intensity at the hohlraum wall
(1014 W/cm2) shots, with the halfraum driven from P7
(Shot 58367) and P6 (Shot 58369). We observe a higher
flux of protons and a higher maximum energy for the hal-
fraum driven from P6. This could be because of a pref-
erential acceleration direction due to the plasma waves
propagating along the density gradient in the resonance
absorption mechanism: In the P6 drive case the diagnos-
tic line of sight is close to the laser propagation angle
(Fig. 3), but this is not the case for the P7 drive (Fig.
4).

TABLE I: Experimental configuration for halfraum
shots.

Shot Drive Energy (kJ) ILEH IWall

(W/cm2) (W/cm2)

58367 P7 5.8 1015 1014

58368 P7 1.2 2× 1014 2× 1013

58369 P6 5.8 1015 1014

58370 P6 1.2 2× 1014 2× 1013

2. Scale 0.75 Hohlraums

The fast ion spectra for two scale 0.75 hohlraum shots,
as measured by CPS 2, is shown in Fig. 8. Significant
fast ions are observed, at higher fluence per solid angle
than the halfraum case in Sec. II B 1 by about an order
of magnitude, which is discussed in the following section.
Shot 35770 had about 700J more laser energy due to
shot-to-shot variations, which explains the higher proton
fluence observed.

Fig. 8 also shows a repeatable peak feature at 700-
800 keV. In direct-drive implosions, structure in fast ion
spectra has been observed17. Recent radiography results
show charge shells, which are hypothesized as ion acous-
tic perturbations in the coronal plasma associated with
the charged-particle spectral shape25. A similar mecha-
nism might be occurring in these hohlraums, which could
be investigated with high-resolution charged-particle ra-
diography.
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FIG. 8: Charged particle spectra from two OMEGA
scale 0.75 vacuum hohlraum shots: 35769 (black circles)

and 35770 (red squares). See Section II A 2 for
experimental configuration. The laser intensity at the

hohlraum wall was 3.5× 1014.

III. FLAT-FILTERED CR-39 RESULTS

A. Scale 1.5 Hohlraum Design

The 1.5-scale hohlraum is essentially two 1.5-scale hal-
fraums combined, as shown in Fig. 9. The hohlraum
is driven from both sides. In this experiment, the full
hohlraums had a solid CH capsule in the center, and ei-
ther a 0.1nc neopentane gas fill or vacuum. The vacuum
hohlraums were shot with or without a CH liner on the
inner wall. The drive was the same for each side as the
equivalent halfraum case, Figs. 3 and 4, to generate the
same peak intensities at the wall and LEH. The total
drive energy is 11.6kJ.

B. Results

Flat-filtered CR-39 was fielded 27cm away from the
target for full gas-filled hohlraum shots, as described in
Sec. III A and shown in Fig. 9. The result from this
measurement is shown in Fig. 10. The CR-39 is filtered
with ∼ 7.5µm of Ta, which gives a minimum detected
proton energy of 1.2 MeV. This is at a higher energy
than measured in Fig. 7, and the proton fluence for all
Ep > 1.2MeV is of order 1010 protons per steradian. In
the center of Fig. 10 we can see a shadow of the capsule
in the hohlraum, since it ranges out any protons incident
upon it. Protons from the P6-side of the hohlraum (left
side of Fig. 9) can be stopped by the capsule since the
detector is placed towards P7 (also shown in Fig. 9).
The shadow effect shows proton emission towards TCC.
Combined with the halfraum data shown in Fig. 7, this
further demonstrates that the fast ion emission is in both
directions along the hohlraum axis.

In identical radiography experiments using lined and
unlined vacuum hohlraums, as recently published19, the
proton fluence on the front piece of flat-filtered CR-39

3.8mm

Solid CH sphere

0.1nc C5H12

P6 P7

CR-39

27cm

away

2.4mm

(a)

(b)

FIG. 9: (a) Cartoon of an OMEGA scale 1.5 hohlraum
with 100% LEH and gas fill. (b) VISRAD CAD model

of hohlraum geometry with beams.

0

1.5∙1010
p/sr

FIG. 10: Flat-filtered CR-39 ‘radiograph’ of a 11.6kJ
gas-filled hohlraum implosion with no proton

backlighter, plotted as a proton fluence image. The
minimum proton energy observable is 1.2 MeV. The
CR-39 was placed at 27cm towards P7 (see Fig. 9).

is of order 108 p/sr, which is two orders of magnitude
below the fluence observed in Fig. 10. In those pre-
vious experiments a fusion proton backlighter was used
with Y ≈ 109, which accounts for the proton fluence
observed19. In these experiments, with identical drive,
the two order of magnitude increase in proton fluence
on the detector can only be explained by fast protons
produced in the hohlraum LEH or gas fill.
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IV. INTERPRETATION

First, we consider the charged particle spectra pre-
sented in Sec. II B 2. Since fast protons are observed
in the vacuum scale 0.75 hohlraums (Fig. 8) we con-
clude that these fast protons cannot be produced by
any LPI mechanism at the LEH window. This produc-
tion mechanism is therefore associated with the general
hohlraum charging, as discovered using charged-particle

radiography18, which creates ~E fields of order 109 V/m.
Such strong fields can create runaway ions. The higher
yield of fast ions below 1 MeV in the scale 0.75 experi-
ments compared to the scale 1.5 halfraums (Fig. 8 vs 7)
is likely due to a ∼ 4× higher total laser energy and in-
tensity at the hohlraum wall in the scale 0.75 experiments
(compare Fig. 6 to Figs. 3 and 4).

Since energetic (≥ 1.2 MeV) fast protons are only ob-
served in gas-filled hohlraums we associate this produc-
tion mechanism with thin plastic LEH window or gas fill.

To explain these observations, we must consider the
fundamental LPI instabilities. In general, potentially ap-
plicable and well-known LPI mechanisms are: Resonance
Absorption (RA), Parametric Decay Instability (PDI),
Two-Plasmon Decay (TPD), Stimulated Brillouin Scat-
tering (SBS), and Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS).
For more detail on laser-plasma interaction physics, see
Kruer23.

In general, it is known that fast ion production in laser
plasmas is associated with prior hot electron generation,

as the runaway hot electrons set up strong ~E fields that
accelerate the ions. We therefore focus on mechanisms
which can generate hot electrons in this indirect-drive
implosion geometry: RA, PDI, TPD, and SRS.

A. Hohlraum mechanisms

An important recent and related result from Li et al.18

is that large hohlraum fields were observed at the be-

ginning of the laser drive, reaching a strength | ~E| = 2
GV/m within the first few hundred ps and monotonically
decaying afterwards (see their Fig. 4). Therefore, the
hohlraum charging mechanism must generate hot elec-
trons early in time. Since SRS and TPD only occur
in underdense plasmas, ≤ nc/4 and nc/4, respectively,
where nc is the critical density, these mechanisms would
require a large-volume ablated low-density gold plasma.
Since previous proton radiography experiments showed
that the timescale for hohlraum wall motion19 is longer

than the ~E field generation time18, SRS and TPD in the
ablated wall plasma cannot explain the data.

RA and PDI, which occur at the critical density,
are more applicable to the laser-hohlraum wall inter-
action. RA requires a density gradient from the turn-
ing point to the critical density, with a scale length
L = k−1(2 sin2 α)−3/2, where α is the angle of incidence
and k is the wavenumber of a laser photon. Since α is

tens of degrees, the term in parentheses is of order unity,
and L is of order 1/k which is small. Therefore RA will
occur early in time when the wall plasma has small gra-
dient lengths. Alternatively, PDI requires a volume of
plasma near nc, which means that it will be more efficient
later in time when the gold plasma gradient scales are
longer. Since the previously published data18,19 demon-
strate that the hohlraum potential is built up early in
time, we associate the hohlraum-charging fast ions with
RA.

B. LEH or gas mechanisms

The TPD instability threshold of (3−5)×1014 observed
by Regan et al21 is surpassed at the LEH for full-energy
shots, and the entire gas fill is at n < nc/4 so SRS can
occur throughout the hohlraum volume for gas-filled ex-
periments. TPD only happens around nc/4. This is ap-
plicable to the exploding window plasma where a large
amount of material is at (or close to) this density as the
window rarefies into vacuum on one side and low-density
gas on the other. SRS is applicable to the gas fill, which
has the longest scale length of low-density plasma, or the
exploded window plasma late in time. While these ex-
periments clearly demonstrate fast proton production at
Ep ≥ 1.2 MeV (Sec. III B and Fig. 10), it is not possible
to distinguish between the two potential mechanisms.

V. ESTIMATES OF CONVERSION EFFICIENCY TO
PROTONS

A. Hohlraum Resonance Absorption

We can make simple estimates of the conversion ef-
ficiency for the ‘hohlraum charging’ production mecha-
nism due to RA from the spectra shown in Figs. 7 and
8. The total energy in the fast ion population is

E =

∫∫
dΩdE

dY (E,Ω)

dEdΩ
× E. (1)

If we assume that the emission is approximately isotropic
far from the target, then

Ehc = 4× 106πe

∫ ∞
0

dY (E)

dEdΩ
dE (2)

where Ehc is in J, e is the fundamental charge, and Y
is expressed in number per MeV·sr as in Figs. 7 and 8.
Here Ehc specifically denotes the energy in fast protons
due to the hohlraum charging.

Integrating the spectra for the shots shown in Figs.
7 and 8 we calculate the total energy in fast ions and
conversion efficiencies ε shown in Table II.
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TABLE II: Determined conversion efficiencies and total
energy carried by fast protons due to the ‘hohlraum

charging’ mechanism.

Shot Drive (kJ) Ehc (J) εhc
58367 5.8 0.3 6× 10−5

58369 5.8 0.7 1× 10−4

35769 20 5.5 3× 10−4

35770 20 7.9 4× 10−4

B. LEH window TPD or gas-fill SRS

From the data presented in Sec. III we can make order
of magnitude estimates of the conversion efficiency for
fast ion production due to TPD or SRS when the LEH
intensity is about 1015 W/cm2. We assume that the fast
ion emission is symmetric around the hohlraum axis and
Gaussian with scale θ0 in the angle from the hohlraum
axis. That is, with θ = 0 along the hohlraum axis, the
fluence emitted per steradian is

F (θ, φ) =
Yp
4π

α(θ0)√
2πθ0

e−θ
2/2θ20 , (3)

where Yp is the total yield of produced protons and α is
a function of θ0 involving the error function. α(θ0) is of
order unity.

The simplest case is the hohlraum experiment (Sec.
III B), in which case we know F at θ ∼ 0 for protons
with energies above 1.2 MeV. Setting F = 1.5 × 1010

protons per steradian and assuming θ0 = 20 degrees with
symmetric emission forwards and backwards from both
hohlraum ends we get Yp ∼ 3 × 1011. As these protons
must all be at least 1.2 MeV, the total energy in fast pro-
tons with Ep ≥ 1.2 MeV is ETPD/SRS

>∼ 60mJ. As a frac-
tion of the incident laser energy, the conversion efficiency
for this population is εTPD/SRS

>∼ 5×10−6. For the short
etch times used, an upper bound on proton energies ob-
served is ∼ 3−4 MeV, implying that εTPD/SRS

<∼ 2×10−5

We note that from Eq. 3 that for a given fluence at
θ = 0 the inferred proton yield scales with θ0/α(θ0). For
10 ≤ θ0 ≤ 40, the inferred yield and conversion efficiency
will scale by a factor of 4 from the assumption θ0 = 20
degrees.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Measurements taken of proton fluence and spec-
tra from OMEGA hohlraum and halfram experiments
demonstrate that fast ions are produced in indirect-drive
implosions. The data consist of proton spectra from
300−800 keV, as well as fluence measurements of protons
with energy greater than 1.2 MeV.

Observations of fast protons with energies from 300
to 800 keV are observed in both vacuum and gas-filled
hohlraums. These protons are associated with the gen-
eral hohlraum charging seen in charged-particle radiog-
raphy. We argue that this mechanism is RA, and es-
timate a conversion efficiency of ∼ (1 − 4) × 10−4, de-
pending on the hohlraum and drive. In the flat-filtered
CR-39 data significant high-energy (≥ 1.2 MeV) fast pro-
tons are observed only for gas-filled hohlraums; we asso-
ciate this production mechanism with the TPD instabil-
ity at the exploding window plasma, which is in agree-
ment with observations by Regan et al., or with SRS
throughout the underdense gas fill. This mechanism has
an estimated conversion efficiency from the main drive of
(0.5− 2)× 10−5 depending on assumptions made.

Future experiments could use several flat-filtered CR-
39 detectors to angularly resolve the fast ion emission.
The experiment could also be conducted in a geome-
try that would allow measurements with both magnetic
charged particle spectrometers on OMEGA, which could
allow a calculation of the emission angle θ0.

We will also explore advanced radiography measure-
ments of hohlraums using EP-generated protons. This
will have the advantage of better spatial and temporal
resolution over previous techniques, and could be used
to study field structures and mass distributions in the
exploding window plasma and plasma bubbles formed
on the hohlraum wall. Such measurements would shed
light on the fundamental plasma physics behind these
observed phenomena.

Previous direct-drive experiments with Au spheres
have shown discrepancies in fast proton production13,17,
which could be due to inconsistent hydrogen contaminant
levels on the surface, or different plasma scale lengths
relative to lower-Z ablators. This could be further inves-
tigated on OMEGA.

In addition to fast proton studies, a significant amount
of energy can be carried away by heavier ions in direct-
drive experiments. The proton measurements imply gen-
eral ion acceleration, but measuring heavy fast ions pro-
duced in indirect-drive experiments would be an impor-
tant extension of these results.

Simplified experiments to individually measure fast ion
production due to indirect-drive relevant mechanisms are
motivated by these observations, in particular to deter-
mine if SRS in gas filled hohlraums creates an apprecia-
ble population of fast ions compared to TPD at the LEH
window. Furthermore, this experimental work motivates
theoretical and computational study of fast ion produc-
tion in indirect-drive laser fusion experiments.
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